Study China procedure checklist - student

- Online application
- Acceptance of an offer of a place from the Language Centre
- Booking of flight tickets (the earlier, the cheaper, though it is most secure to book tickets after being granted visa; so far none has any problem getting visa, but this is totally personal decision)

- Collect the offer letter from the Reception of the Language Centre
- Pay the admin fee to the Reception of the Language Centre
- Keep the 1st page of the offer letter for yourself
- Sign the 2nd page of the offer letter and hand it in to the Language Centre

- Buy the travel insurance required by the Language Centre and BNU
- Hand the hard copy of the travel insurance to the Reception of the Language Centre
- Collect the offer letter from BNU
- Collect the accommodation confirmation from BNU

✓ Apply for visa
✓ Have a briefing with Dr. Zhiyan Guo, Q&A if needed

All the details can be accessed from
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/languagecentre/services/studychina/

You can contact academic.language@warwick.ac.uk for further inquiries.